
MohaMed abdelkariM
CoMparison of appearanCe

The Egyptian artist Mohamed Abdelkarim shows an installation titled Comparison of Appearance that 
circles around the controversial Egyptian ideologist, author, and intellectual Sayyid Qutb and his trip to the 
United States from 1948 to 1949, which changed his political convictions fundamentally. Qutb, best known 
today as the thinker who conceived Jihadism, was also a writer and critic of capitalism in the age of the Cold 
War and the last phase of colonialism. To this day, his writings shape the discourse in Egypt (and elsewhere) 
on dealing with the West. Abdelkarim’s interest is not in Qutb himself, but in the historical forces and patterns 
that congealed in his influence:

“Qutb’s experiences with colonialism, connected with enormous changes in Egyptian society as a result  
of foreign rule, reflect the experiences of many in his generation. In my artistic work, I am not so much 
interested in the details of Qutb’s personality … but rather in Qutb as a sociological phenomenon that can  
be understood from various viewpoints.”

Abdelkarim’s three-part work (consisting of a video, a book and various objects) explores how societal ideas 
and orders effuse, are transformed, and are inscribed in collective memory. Abdelkarim’s work ranges  
far beyond the protagonist Qutb and confronts the viewer with an artistic re-interpretation of a whole era.

Abdelkarim’s work is based on a collaboration with Dr. Bettina Gräf, researcher in Islamic Studies at 
Zentrum Moderner Orient Berlin, conducting research on publishing houses in Egypt in the 1940s  
and 1950s, and on the concept of Islam as a political system and ideology at the beginning of the Cold War.
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bio
Mohamed Abdelkarim completed his undergraduate degree in Art Education in Cairo in 2005. In his 
artistic work, he tests different strategies of exchange, play, camouflage, and concealment, often furthering 
the experience of his various audiences, both present and imagined. The questions he poses through his 
work are inspired by a sense of urgency within a world enmeshed in power, politics, and crisis. He also likes 
producing works in the form of printed publications because of his interest in the durability and mobility  
of print. As an artist, Abdelkarim contributes greatly to the variety of artistic languages emerging from Egypt. 
Among other places, his works have been included in the 98Weeks Bazaar at the Thessaloniki Biennial in 2011 
and in the artist-organized Cairo-Documenta Show at the Viennoise Hotel in Cairo in 2010. He took part  
in the inaugural interdisciplinary art study program at Home Workspace, Ashkal Alwan, in Beirut, Lebanon.



bofa da Cara
My european Mind / re-branding europe

Bofa da Cara, created by Nástio Mosquito and Pere Ortín (working in this project with Francesca Bayre,
Nsé Ramon Esono Ebalé, Paty Godoy, and Jero Rodriguez) subjects Europe to a virtual coaching in their
video installation My European Mind / Re-branding Europe.

The long-defended role of Europe as an ideal for the African continent — a role in which Europe likes  
to see itself — is thereby refuted. Rather than distancing themselves from clichés about Europe and
Europeans, Bofa da Cara appropriates and ‘re-brands’ them in an ironical way.

Provocatively, they turn the relationship around in their video, in which Mr. S. Bock (performed by Nástio
Mosquito) delivers a lecture that proposes that Europe, the now crisis-stricken ‘former idol’, and
Europeans take on a point of view, a possible alternative perspective. The video plays with paradoxical
ideas of a contemporary Europe from the position of a new generation that assumes its right to teach the
world the ins and outs, taking into account a tangible, globally changing social dynamic. In this way, it
also addresses the growing irrelevance of Europe as the world‘s sole righteous puppet master.

“Are you ‘grey’ enough to be ‘re-branded’?” asks Mr. S Bock, because “Europe is not what you say it is...
Europe must be what WE say it is.” But who is that WE? Bofa da Cara’s message to the audience is:
“Consider yourself challenged!“

Parallel to the video, the exhibition also features sketches of the creative process of development of Bofa
da Cara’s film work with this ISOE commission.

Bofa da Cara invited on their own initiative (they were not from the beginning part of the ISOE project and
had therefor no research partner) the anthropologist Francesca Bayre into the coming into being  
of their ISOE commission. Bayre, who was not part of the ISOE research team, is represented by an article  
in the ISOE publication.
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bio
BOFA DA CARA = “Artisan” + “Artist” // Pere Ortín + Nástio Mosquito // Barcelona + Luanda //  
Filmmaking + Performing + www // Francesca + Paty + Chicho + Nsé + Jero + Mama... Exchange!
BOFA DA CARA = Ideas + Art x Global // Audiovisual + Products x Concerns + Inspiration?? We sweat  
a lot! Ideologically, our motto is: Quality + Quality & Content + Format = 100%. Format is content, quality
is content. We believe in everything we produce. We are NOT what we produce.
BOFA DA CARA = “My African Mind,” “Mutilado,” “HMRDYN?,” “Not about Love,” “4D Live Experience,”
“Damas,” “Mis Negritas,” “Kisses,” “My European Mind,” etc. Sao Paolo, Paris, Barcelona, Mexico City,
Luanda, Berlin, Pretoria, Madrid, Bordeaux, Malabo, Bilbao, Jo‘Burg, Lisbon.



geMuCe
alignMent of Values

The Mozambican artist Gemuce addresses the problem of negotiation and communication, whether between 
individuals or between two worlds confronting each other. To depict their encounters, he uses the wall as the 
central motif of his 15-part series of oil paintings, Alignment of Values. As a universal metaphor, it 
symbolizes not only the separation of these worlds, but also a general distance between people that makes  
it harder to understand each other.

The wall always shows the viewer only one of its sides; the other remains concealed. And so the wall appears 
as a projection screen for all the things that lie beyond one’s own boundaries, but at the same time as a 
symbol of the challenge of negotiating with an unknown counterpart. The opposition, but also the universality 
of individual boundedness, is also shown in the choice of motifs. The depicted persons vary in sex, cultural 
background, and social class. A person leaps up onto a wall with zest, attempting to overcome it or at least 
catch a fleeting glimpse beyond it. Another person has grown tired and dreams of the other side, for under- 
standing someone can be frustrating and exhausting. One last painting shows a man in an “inter national-style” 
suit, pushing a wall. This image can be read as a political metaphor of paternalism or exclusion.

Gemuce finally brings this negotiation between two sides into the form of a performance in the exhibition 
space. While involving the audience, he completes selected paintings and disrupts a possible meta-narration 
and thereby their respective interpretation by repeatedly renegotiating with the visitors how they are to  
be hung. 

This work has developed in a collaboration with Vanessa Díaz Rivas, researcher at the Zentrum Moderner 
Orient in Berlin. She is currently working on her dissertation project on contemporary art in Maputo, 
Mozambique.
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bio
Gemuce (Pompilio Hilario), born in 1963, is a Maputo based visual artist. From 1983-85, he studied 
ceramics at the School of Visual Arts and graduated in Fine Arts at the Kiev Institute of Fine Art in 1992.  
In 1993, he completed a Masters’ degree in Mural Paintings at the Ukrainian Academy of Arts. Back in Maputo, 
he started a gallery with a friend to show their and other artists’ work. In 2001, he graduated with a Master’s 
degree in Cultural Management at the Sorbonne University, France. Since 1994, Gemuce is teaching visual 
arts at the Escola Nacional de Artes Visuais (ENAV) in Maputo and since 2009, he is teaching at the Instituto 
Superior de Arte e Cultura (ISARC), also in Maputo. He is co-founder, member and coordinator of Muvart 
(movimento de arte contemporaneia) that promotes contemporary art in Mozambique. Gemuce has held 
more than ten solo exhibitions and showed his work in Mozambique, South Africa, Namibia, Germany, Finland, 
Portugal, Russia, Brazil, UK, Norway, Senegal, Scotland, and the Ukraine.



esra ersen
When thinking soMe play With the MustaChe, 
others Cross arMs

In her new installation When Thinking Some Play with the Mustache, Others Cross Arms,  
the artist Esra Ersen, who lives in Berlin, traces the gaps in memory and the white spaces in the history  
of Bulgaria.

In the footsteps of the early 20th century Ottoman travelers to the Balkans, Esra Ersen visits the Bulgarian 
capital Sofia. In talks with researchers and artists and during visits to archives and musea she learns  
of the contemporaneity of historical narratives and stereotypes. Her search aims for the crossing points  
of perceptions between feelings, experience and the past.

Bulgaria, which achieved its independence from the Ottoman Empire in several steps beginning in the late 
1870s, has little room in its official culture of memory for this period of “500 years under the Ottoman yoke”. 
The selection of history as the fundamental precondition for finding one’s identity is found in every new 
national beginning, for example also in the founding of the Republic of Turkey, Bulgaria’s neighboring country 
and the legal successor to the Ottoman Empire. The found objects and stories that Esra Ersen brings 
together seem odd, but provide insight into a European past that can be a prospect for a supranational 
Europe.

Ersens work resulted from a collaboration with Leyla von Mende, PhD candidate at Zentrum Moderner 
Orient in Berlin, who is working on representations of post-Ottoman Southeast Europe in Ottoman travel 
writing.
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bio
With serene subversion, Esra Ersen’s work is based on an empirical and analytical study of social situations 
through culture, myths, ritual, and economy. She applies a methodology of micro-events borrowed from 
documentary filmmaking and anthropological investigation. She consistently explores the relationship 
between the individual and society, highlighting how identities are formed and changed, how the other’s 
perception and fixed clichés influence our self-perception. Whether working in photography, performance, 
video, or on installation pieces, she often reacts to or uses the specific location of her activity to formalize 
her investigations. She has participated in: the 4th and 8th Istanbul Biennial; the 4th Kwang ju Biennial; 
Manifesta 4 (the European Biennial of Contemporary Art); the 4th Liverpool Biennial; and the 27th São Paulo 
Biennial.



kareM ibrahiM
randoMly seleCted

Taking his own observations and experiences as an Egyptian living in Britain as his starting point, Karem 
Ibrahim’s work explores value, in both its theoretical and tangible meanings. The artist is interested in the  
way objects are seen and used, how fashions are followed, and how goods are viewed, priced, consumed, 
and discarded. His work also touches on the relationship between the work and the viewer, engulfment, 
alienation, and dislocation within a specific context.

He was stimulated to create the installation entitled Randomly Selected for ISOE by issues of great 
relevance to the Middle East, such as inclusion and exclusion, borders and crossings, authority and 
bureaucracy, the dynamics of unequal power, arbitrariness and coercion, resistance to power, uneasiness, 
entrapment, tightness and comfort, the availability of space, see-through walls, and the world of the  
in-between.

“Randomly Selected is a term I came and come across often whenever I am traveling in Europe and  
am singled out of the queues at points of departure and arrival at airports. I am always randomly selected 
for further checks and verification of the purpose of my travel, going and coming. Although I now travel  
on a British passport, that has not absolved me of the fact that I have some racial characteristics that place 
me in a group that port authorities in many European border situations usually profile and look upon and 
treat as suspicious.”

bio
Karem Ibrahim is an Egyptian artist born in Cairo in 1969. He studied at Cairo Art Academy, UEL and 
the Slade School of Art (UCL) in London. He is affiliated with Critical Practice, a cluster of individual artists, 
researchers, academics and others, supported by Chelsea College of Art & Design, London, and is also  
a member of the politically engaged Implicated Theatre Group based at the Centre for Possible Studies. 
Ibrahim works in a variety of media and has participated in national and international exhibition projects  
and events.
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aliaa elgready, ahMed 
saleM, Maher sherif 
iskenderiyan standards

Iskenderiyan Standards is the collective work of 13 writers and artists from Alexandria, Egypt,  who 
joined forces in 2011 to engage in an exploration of their ambivalent relationship with the European Other. In a 
moment when Egypt emerged as a deeply divided society and accu sations  
of serving „foreign agendas“ were commonplace, the issues of otherness and difference appeared as more 
urgent than ever.

This conversation was continued in a ten-days writers’ lab held in collaboration with the anthropologist Samuli 
Schielke in Alexandria in October 2012. The debates, thoughts and negotiations deriving from those days 
found their form in the literary anthology Iskenderiyan Standards, which also provided the name for 
the group and the artwork. 

The exhibition shows three works: a handmade literary anthology edited and designed by Maher Sherif, a wall 
comic produced in collaboration by Aliaa ElGready, Maher Sherif and Ahmed Salem,  and black and white 
portraits of the authors of the Iskenderiyan Standards anthology by Samuli Schielke. In the book, elaborately 
shaped collages and hand-colored illustrations give the poems, essays, and short stories (both in Arabic and 
English) a special character. The wall comic extends from right to left — the direction in which Arabic is read 
— through the second exhibition room in the style of a graphic novel, with literary texts, photographs, and 
passages from discussions in the course of their collaboration. With this site-specific work, the artists Maher 
Sherif, Ahmed Salem, and Aliaa ElGready narrate the story of a complex relationship with the European  
in Alexandria, a port city where North and South have always crossed paths.

This work was developed in collaboration with the anthropologist Samuli Schielke, head of the ISOE 
research group.
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bio
Aliaa ElGready is an Egyptian visual artist whose work varies from installation pieces and video 
installations to paintings and jewelry. ElGready’s work attempts to open up a space for re-thinking the 
inputs and postulates that create the form of contemporary relations between human beings. In 2003, 
she co-founded the Gudran Association for Art and Development in Alexandria. ElGready has held several 
exhibitions and performances in Egypt, Cameroon, Senegal, Spain, Italy, and Germany.

Ahmed Salem was born in Alexandria in 1973. He is founder of the Origami Fun Club, and of the Fabrica 
comic magazine. He also works as a trainer and forum theater joker. 

Maher Sherif is a writer and book illustrator, and lives and works in Alexandria. He received a license  
in law from the University of Alexandria in 1985. He is a founding member of the Eskenderella Arts and Culture 
Association, and producer of the series of handmade books Yadawiya. He is the author of the books al-Kull 
(“Everything,” short stories, 2004), Hikaya wa-hikaya (“A Story and a Story,” short stories, 2006), and Qisas 
al-’ishq (“The Stories of Love,” short stories, 2012).



VinCent leroux
CoMManderie

The series Commanderie presents a photographic work dating from 2007 to 2010, documenting the 
trans formation of a foyer (a migrant worker dormitory) into a social housing project. This specific foyer 
called Commanderie is situated in 15, Boulevard de la Commanderie in the 19th Arrondissement of Paris. 
Leroux has worked for several years on the theme of how one relates to a territory. It is a work about the 
memory of a space and its future through the journey of those who live inside. Some residents have been 
living more than 30 years in this foyer, and the reconstruction process redefines their way of how to use 
this location. During this period, Leroux also made several interviews giving tribute to the different ways of 
life in such  
a foyer. He has only photographed residents who gave him permission to take their portraits, as well as their 
personal surroundings.

bio
Vincent Leroux was born in 1971, he lives and works in Paris. He is part of TempsMachine, a French 
collective of photographers founded in 2005. Leroux’s personal work focuses on people and the places 
where they belong. Rouge Micro, his latest project, was exhibited in September 2013.
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Charlotte Menin
yaCine’s VoiCes

In the framework of a collaboration with the anthropologist Knut Graw, a joint exploration has emerged on the 
concept of the voice and its representation and depictability. Charlotte Menin’s is working on a multimedia 
installation titled Yacine’s Voices. 

Yacine arrived in Marseille 10 years ago as an Algerian migrant. He lives in Belsunce, the district of 
Maghrebinian immigrants, and ekes out a living with occasional jobs. He writes poems. For years, his lines 
have accumulated on a computer in an internet café in Belsunce. Those lines are in French, which is not his 
native tongue.

The artistic project Yacine’s Voices develops out of an involvement with his poems. These texts are 
documents of his migration and his story, but also minutes of his urban and political perceptions. In his poems, 
he speaks as a migrant, but also as a lonely person, as a human being who is enthralled by the wonders  
of nature, and a resident of Marseilles.

The result is not a coherent visual biography of Yacine. Instead, the artist questions Yacine’s voices, opens  
a resonance space for them, and thereby questions her own position and ability to listen.

The work consists of photographs, sound recordings, and excerpts from poems and is based on a collabo-
ration with Knut Graw, researcher at Zentrum Moderner Orient Berlin, who works on the theme of the 
voice within the context of migration from West Africa to Southern Europe.

bio
Charlotte Menin is a photographer based in Berlin and Marseille. She completed her education in 2011  
at the Ostkreuzschule für Fotografie in Berlin. She engages in long-term projects that entail a deep personal 
involvement on her part, and trying to combine a complex self-reflective approach with subjective emotions. 
This was the case in “Wovon die anderen träumen,” a 5-year photographic work on Roma families in northern 
Italy and Romania (Berlin, Meinblau, 11/2012), as well as in “Les mains négatives,” a visual research work  
on bodies, sexuality, and gender (Berlin, Schau, 11/2011; Photo12 Zürich, 01/2012).
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anissa MiChalon
a long Way hoMe

Since 10 years, the French artist Anissa Michalon has accompanied migrants from Mali in a foyer (a guest 
worker dormitory) located in a Paris suburb. Within this framework, she also looked for the  migrants 
families in their village in the Kayes region near the border between Mali and Senegal, as well as in Bamako 
where some relatives live. In this way, she examined through pictures and interviews the hopes and 
motivations, the effects and consequences of the migration process for the migrants, their families and the 
respective living spaces. 

The artist patiently feels her way to the narratives of the inhabitants of the foyer, seeks encounters that 
preserve dignity, makes friends, and creates visual biographies. Close up and personal, but at the same time 
with a validity transcending the individual fate, she is looking for the beautiful image within the tradition of the 
fine Arts. Her photos document the foyers both as places of a real solidarity and the migration as an oppor- 
tunity to autonomize oneself and to gain freedom. They are testimony to a self-determined way of dealing 
with the situation that is forgotten in many discourses about migration. Her photos document the foyers  
as places of solidarity, but the kind of protection they offer can also be alienating and limit the possibilities  
to become independent and to gain freedom from family ties, which is also one of the aims of migration. 

The anthropologist Aïssatou Mbodj, Michalon’s collaboration partner within the ISOE project, devotes 
her research to the planned upgrading of a foyer in northeastern Paris, which she and Michalon take as the 
basis for the work they have conducted for the ISOE exhibition. In the framework of this restructuring 
process, the jointly used rooms as well as the collective kitchens are now to be subdivided,  which marks a 
massive intervention in the grown social structures of this community and which will ultimately make 
collective living here more difficult. Michalon’s  series A Long Way Home is a photographic homage to the 
work of memory, migration history, and solidarity of several generations of West African migrant workers 
who have never defined the foyers as their home, but have nevertheless inscribed themselves as Parisians in 
the history of the city.
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bio
Anissa Michalon, born in 1977, lives and works in Brussels and Paris. She graduated from the National 
School of Photography in Arles and the National School of Fine Arts in Paris. In 2004, she started a photo-
graphic work, together with Claire Soton, on the migration of Soninke Malians in France, in collaboration 
with some residents of a foyer. Laureates of the Villa Médicis Hors Les Murs program in 2006 and granted 
by the French Ambassy in Mali, they have stayed for long periods between 2005 and 2009 in Mali with the 
families of migrants they have met in Montreuil. Their work has been exhibited several times in both France 
and Mali, and is living on through an exhibition at the art center Le Point du Jour (Cherbourg, February 2014). 
Furthermore, Arno Bertina, a French writer, wrote a dramatic novel based on Anissa Michalon’s pictures 
of a young Malian immigrant. “Numéro d’écrou 362573,” published in March 2013 by Editions du Bec en l’air 
(Marseille), brings together his novel and her photographs.


